World Cup Tourists - Zebra Puzzle
Five tourists are at the host nation of the World Cup. They are side by side drinking and talking about
their favorite players. Find out which player is the best in their opinion and who will be watching the
games with each one of them.
Hat: black, blue, green, red, white

Age: 27 years, 33 years, 40 years, 46 years, 51 years

Nationality: American, French, Japanese, Mexican,
Swedish

Drink: beer, juice, soft drink, vodka, water
Companion: friend, girlfriend, sister, son, wife

Player: C. Ronaldo, Messi, Modrić, Neymar, Salah

Tourist #1

Tourist #2

Tourist #3

Tourist #4

Tourist #5

Hat
Nationality
Player
Age
Drink
Companion

- The tourist wearing the Green hat is somewhere
between the tourist traveling with his friend and the 40year-old tourist, in that order.
- The French is next to the tourist that is traveling with
his friend.
- At one of the ends is the man drinking Juice.

- The youngest man is drinking Beer.
- The man who likes Modrić is exactly to the left of the
man who likes the Portuguese player.
- The 33-year-old tourist is next to the tourist drinking
Juice.

- The Mexican is next to the tourist drinking Soft drink.

- The tourist wearing the Red hat is exactly to the left of
the man drinking Juice.

- The man wearing the Red hat is exactly to the right of
the 46-year-old man.

- Neymar is the favorite player of the man wearing the
White hat.

- The American is exactly to the left of the tourist who
likes Neymar.

- The tourist traveling with his Girlfriend is somewhere to
the right of the tourist wearing the Green hat.

- The fan wearing the Green hat is drinking Vodka.

- At the fifth position is the Japanese.

- The tourist traveling with his Sister is somewhere
between the tourist drinking Water and the tourist
traveling with his Wife, in that order.

- The man that likes Salah is somewhere between the
man that likes Messi and the man that likes Neymar, in
that order.

- The 46-year-old tourist is drinking water.

- The 33-year-old tourist is exactly to the right of the
tourist who likes the Argentinian player.

- The man wearing the Black hat is exactly to the right of
the tourist traveling with his Son.

play more zebra puzzles on brainzilla.com/zebra-puzzles

